Practical, proven methods which help you to lead an extraordinary life and a successful business.

Vastu Kripa Catalog

PRACTICAL, PROVEN METHODS WHICH HELP YOU TO LEAD AN EXTRAORDINARY LIFE AND A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS.

Vastu for Homes  Vastu for Offices  Vastu for Factories
Vastu for Progress

It is proven that the layout, design and structure of your factory, office, home and other properties have a definite bearing on your mental and physical state. The positive or negative vibes flowing from these structures affect the peace of mind, your smooth functioning and eventually have a bearing on your health, general well-being, prosperity, finances and success.

Energizing Properties

It takes ability, knowledge and talent to express ideas in a way that it is informative, effective and usable. We, at Vastu Kripa devote sufficient time to understand the problem being faced by the client and we channelize the energies and our knowledge to identify and detect the deep rooted cause and reasons for negativity, energy imbalances, geopathic stress, negative radiations, energy disturbances in the premises. We suggest shielding and energizing the properties on a physical level, energy level and spiritual level. Our working is systematic and thorough, which helps for complete diagnosis and ideal rectification of the flaws.
At Vastu Kripa, we specialize in Energizing the Properties and Rectification of the flaws without major structural changes...
Vastu Consultancy for Factories

Benefits of Vastu Shastra for Factories
Incorporation of Vastu Shastra principles helps to achieve better business i.e. enhanced sales, financial stability, faster production, growth, progress, smoother - faster movement of stocks, better co-ordination with workers and others etc.

Our Methodology
For Existing Factories, We identify the positivity and negativity within the property. We suggest practical and effective ways to neutralize the negativity, energy imbalances and ‘Vastu Doshas’ with Macro + Micro Level Physical changes (with minimal structural modifications). We install certain Vastu Products to energize the property with Energy Level Upliftment methods.

For Under Construction Factories, we help to create an ideal layout which is functional, practical and which also suits Vastu Shastra principles to a large extent. We install certain Vastu Products to Energize and Uplift the Energies of the property and negate the negativity.
Vastu Consultancy for Homes

Benefits of Vastushastra for Apartments and Bungalows
Adhering to the principles of Vastushastra helps in creating a home where the inhabitants stay in harmony, experience growth, peace of mind, better inter-personal relationship, stability of finances, well being, success, progress and prosperity.

Our Methodology
In most of the Homes, there is some positivity, but, at the same time there may be major negativity, energy imbalances and ‘Vastu Doshas’ (i.e. wrongly positioned bedrooms, kitchen, toilets or the, entrance may be located at negative zones etc.). Most of the times these cannot be rectified or altered on a physical level. We suggest practical yet effective ways to energize the home and neutralize the negativity and ‘Vastu Doshas’ with Macro + Micro Level Physical changes. We install certain Vastu Products to Energize and Uplift the Energy of the property and we rectify the flaws with minimal structural changes.
Benefits of Vastushastra for Multi Storey Buildings

Today most of the buyers of properties insist on ‘Vastu Friendly’ Homes / Offices and it is easier to sell a ‘Vastu perfect property’ on this USP (unique selling point). It is imperative for the Builders / Developers to construct the property as per Vastushastra, so that the positivity helps to achieve smooth - faster completion of the projects, faster sale of the properties, enhanced financial benefits, progress, success and growth.

Our Methodology

Multi storey buildings, cannot be constructed totally as per Vastushastra, but, it is possible to adhere to the principles to a large extent by ensuring that the entrance gate, building orientation, utilities, water tanks, common amenities, site office, developer’s office and other Macro level aspects largely confer to the principles of Vastushastra. We help to create better layouts which suit Vastushastra principles to a large extent. We install certain Vastu Products to Energize + Uplift the Energies of the property and negate the negativity, energy imbalances, geopathic stress, energy level disturbance and ‘Vastu Doshas’. 
Benefits of Vastushastra for Offices, Shops, Malls, Restaurants, Hospitals etc.

Implementing Vastu Shastra principles helps to enhance the positivity, gather more clientage, creates client satisfaction, achieve better business i.e. enhanced sales, financial stability, smoother-faster movement of stocks, better co-ordination, fosters faster recovery of dues, growth, success, progress etc.

Our Methodology

For Existing Properties, We identify the positivity and negativity within the project and suggest practical and effective ways to energize the property and neutralize the negativity, energy imbalances and ‘Vastu Doshas’ by Macro + Micro Level Physical Changes and Energy Level Upliftment methods. We rectify the flaws with minimal structural changes.

For Under Construction Properties, we help to create an ideal layout which is functional, practical and which also suits Vastushastra principles to a large extent. We install certain Vastu Products to Energize and Uplift the Energies of the property and negate the negativity.
Benefits of Vastushastra for Farm Houses and Gated Complexes

Constructing the Bungalows and Dividing the Plots (Plotting) as per the principles of Vastushastra helps to create an environment which is conducive, where the inhabitants stay in harmony, experience growth, peace of mind, stability of finances, success and prosperity.

Our Methodology

We help to create an ideal layouts (on Macro Level and Micro Level) which suits Vastushastra principles to a large extent. We identify the positivity and negativity within the project. We install certain Vastu Products to Energize and Uplift the Energies of the property. We suggest practical yet effective ways to energize the home and neutralize the negativity (i.e rectify the ‘Vastu Doshas’ like wrongly positioned bedrooms, kitchen, toilets, entrance at negative zones etc.). We rectify the flaws with minimal structural changes.
Khushal Sachdeva

About Khushal Sachdeva

Mr. Khushal Sachdeva has been professionally practicing the Art of Vastushastra for over a decade and resides in Mumbai (India).

With a passion for guiding people, his systematic approach, the talent and a sound knowledge on Vastushastra and Allied Sciences has helped him carve a niche, making ‘Vastu Kripa’ and ‘Khushal Sachdeva’ reputed brands.

Mr. Khushal Sachdeva identifies and understands the deep rooted cause of creation of negativity in homes, work places etc. and has been instrumental in the progress of various manufacturing plants, factories, restaurants, offices, showrooms, homes, housing projects, clinics etc. Feedback from clients has been positive and they have benefitted by his advice. Khushal Sachdeva is an expert in energizing structures without suggesting major alterations or demolitions.

Our Passion
At Vastu Kripa, we see ourselves not just as Vastu Consultants, but, rather as partners contributing to the success of our clients. It is our passion and mission to help our clients to achieve growth, success, contentment and live to their true potential!

Benefits of seeking consultancy from Vastu Kripa
You will get Practical - Effective Advice based on Vastushastra, Astrology + Allied Sciences and with Reliability, Confidentiality, Excellent Project Management, Responsiveness, Systematic Approach.

Call us for the Vastu Consultancy
Call us for a Vastu Audit. You will get a complete Vastu Report with the detailed Observations, Recommendations and Suggested Rectifications. Rest assured, that our billings would be reasonable. We would be honored to assist you and be instrumental in your progress and your growth story.
Check List for the Vastu Audit

- Shape of plot, Dimensions of plot, Ground level of plot.
- Check for Geopathic stress, Energy imbalances, Energy level disturbance with Lecher Antenna, Dowsing, Directional Cards etc.
- Degree of Magnetic North and Energy Levels of the Property.
- High tension wire and other obstructions etc.
- Main door, Secondary door, Main gate location.
- Machines placement.
- Raw material, Packing Material and Finished stock room position.
- Staff and labour quarters.
- Loading and Unloading Ramp.
- Laboratory Tool Room location.
- Toilet & Septic Tank location.
- ETP (Effluent Treatment Plant), AHU (air handling unit).
- Generators and diesel storage.
- Overhead Tank, Underground Tank location and Bore well position.
- Temple and Pooja Sthan installation.
- Director’s Cabin, Conference Room.
- Accounts Department, Marketing Department.
- Cabins allocation and internal layouts.
- Colour schemes (interior & exterior), Pictures and posters installation.
- Cash vault and filing cabinets placement.
- Computer, Server and other Equipments.
- And many other allocations and placements...

Is your Property structured as per Vastu?

There is a possibility that there are some major or minor ‘Vastu Doshas’, energy imbalances in your property, which could be creating some disturbance, delays, problems, hindrances, financial drains, uncomfortable situations etc. We could help to identify the correlating flaws in your properties and impart workable solutions so that you achieve positive happenings and improvement in your life and business.

Disclaimer : I / we do not undertake any warranties or guarantees expressed verbally or herein. Prosperity, success etc. are also determined by ones past as well as present karma and fate. There is no substitute to honesty, hard-work and genuine prayer to God. It’s God will which eventually dictates us.
WE ANALYZE THE PROPERTY WITH MULTIDIMENSIONAL HOLISTIC APPROACH BASED ON VASTU SHAstra PRINCIPLES, ASTROLOGY AND OTHER SCIENCES.

WE PROVIDE SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE SUGGESTIONS TO ENERGIZE THE PROPERTIES AND NEUTRALIZE THE NEGATIVITY AND FLAWS WITHOUT STRUCTURAL CHANGES.

DO YOU DESIRE TO HAVE LASTING AND BETTER RELATIONSHIPS?

DO YOU WISH TO MAXIMIZE THE GAINS AND ACHIEVE STABILITY OF FINANCES?

ARE YOU WANTING TO IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH?

ARE YOU WANTING TO OVERCOME DIFFICULTIES AND CHALLENGES?

Vastu Kripa

www.vastukripa.com

+ 91-9870006888

khushal.sachdeva@gmail.com

www.vastukripa.com

209 Ravi Kiran Estate, Link Road, Andheri-West, Mumbai-400053, India